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for the new activities and methodologies in school are crucial
for the educators to expand and execute their knowledge
towards the pupils. The education in East Malaysia by far
must be elevated parallel with the development of the
demography area. Most part of East Malaysia still inadequate
to comprehend the evolution of the curriculum in the
Malaysia Education Blueprint. Schools in East Malaysia
specifically in Sarawak may still not complete and conducive
to disperse the new curriculum. In 2018, there are still rural
school exists in Sarawak. Nevertheless, pupils in rural area
are actively learning academically and co-academically
despite the variation of the demography and socio
economically.

Abstract—This research is to study the perception and also
the effect of using concept maps strategy when the pupils use as
foreign language. The case study was conducted in rural school
in Malaysian Borneo which is situated in Sarawak whereby five
samples were selected. The name of the school is Sekolah
Kebangsaan Ulu Machan in Kanowit district and the pupils are
all in Year Six which consists of five pupils. The instruments to
collect the data from this case study are ‘think aloud’, one to one
interview and the final instrument is group discussion where
they manage to elaborate their perceptions towards the concept
maps strategy and also the effect of the concept maps when they
are using during English lesson in class takes place. The data
from the analysis and finding found out that there was a positive
improvement towards the strategy applied in class as in the
analysis. To sum up, the usage of the concept maps strategy has
brought the pupils of Year Six in the school improvement in
essay writing.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Index Terms—Concept maps.

A. Concept Maps
Using the concept maps to teach pupils in school now is
instrumental so that they may acquire new reasoning skill and
be critical in their thinking. Concept map has become
increasingly popular teaching tools to all levels of education.
For higher education students, they may need this knowledge
to help themselves to understand better in their course and
may give through explanation via the concept maps. Concept
maps are graphical tools used for organising and representing
knowledge (Novak and Canãs, 2008). It was first explored by
Joseph Novak and his team at Cornell University in the
1970s, he claims that a graphic means of expressing scientific
concepts to young children, it means the concept maps have
been employed in a broad variety of settings and contexts,
particularly but not exclusively in education. Concept maps
help the pupils to externalise their prior knowledge and put
together with the current knowledge by rearranging and
internalising both form old to current knowledge in a graphic
form (Schaal, 2010; Wu Hwang, Mildrad, Ke and Huang,
2012). The features of the concept maps are its hierarchical
structure which point out specific concepts, most of the time
in circles or boxes, and the connections of the line and dots
between one idea to another indicates how ideas or specific
concepts connects to one another. The most general and
inclusive concepts are placed at the top of the map, while the
secondary concept is placed below with the cross linkages
and relationships between concepts indicated by lines (Wang,
Lee and Chu, 2010).

I. INTRODUCTION
Modernization is the key to improve self and mind. One
may find it difficult to improve and follow the modernisation,
but if one may follow it accordingly, it is not that hard as it
sound. In education, it is similar with the modernisation itself.
The evolution in education is important parallel to the
modernisation and the current technology. Likewise, the
curriculum in education also need to evolve from time to
time. Malaysia has taken their role to update the education per
se. Malaysia Education Blueprint is one of the finest and
latest curriculum that has been implemented since 2013.
Unfortunately, not all of the spectrums in the blueprint be
followed throughout the country. There are still in a few
places may not adequate to execute the blueprint entirely.
Some of the schools in Malaysia still not have the equipments
to carry the lesson as planned in the Malaysia Education
Blueprint. Nonetheless, the initiative from the teachers in
schools that make the lesson in class more interactive and
interesting. One may combine with the current Information
Communication and Technology (ICT) in the classroom and
one may use all the teaching materials to ensure the classroom
will be executed profoundly. The needing of the exploration
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B. Concept Maps In Practice
Concept mapping has been proven to be a valuable
cognitive tool in a variety of learning and instructional
settings (Hsu & Chang, 2009). Concept maps are used to
communicate complex ideas and summarise information, for
collaborative learning and for assessment and evaluation.
Concept maps have been shown to help learners learn,
researchers create new knowledge, administrators to better
structure and manage organizations, writers to write, and
evaluators to assess learning (Novak & Cañas, 2008).
Concept maps have also been used as advance organisers and
as a curriculum development tool (Stoica, Morarum, &
Mironm, 2011).

educational innovations, evaluation programmes, and in
forming policy (Zainal, 2007). In this case study, I am going
to conduct this case study together with all five pupils in Year
6. I may explore on how the pupils in the Year 6 implement
concept maps as a learning strategy and how they perceive the
usefulness of the concept maps in their studies.

IV. RESEARCH AIMS AND HYPOTHESES
This research aims to know in-depth and overall
perceptions‟ of five pupils in Year 6, which hold the concept
maps and its relationships to their learning and to identity the
factors from their experiences, contains or enhance from the
usage of the concept maps. Two research questions guided
research and investigations process. These are:

Ausubel (1978) advocated the use of concept maps as
advance organizers to foster meaningful learning. Advance
organizers can be constructed by teachers or other experts for
use by learners or they can be constructed by learners. For
example, a concept map provided to the student can be a
useful tool to communicate course content, while a concept
map created by a student can assist them to organize and plan
their own learning. Constructing concept maps allows the
lesson designer to identify the key concepts in the planned
lesson and the relationship between them. Novak (2010)
suggests that using concept maps in planning curriculum or
instruction on a specific topic helps to make the instruction
conceptually transparent to students.

1. How do Year 6 pupils‟ understand the use concept
maps?
2. How do they consider concept maps affects their
learning?

V. RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS
Because Merriam (2009) claims that multiple methods of
data collection are often used in case study research to
triangulate data. In this case study, I will use three
instruments to collect my data. Berg (2011) argues that when
combining different method of data collection, the
researchers obtain better and more substantial picture of
reality because different methods reveal slightly different
facets of the same symbolic reality. The three method that I
will use are „think aloud‟ sessions accompanied by one to one
interview and the third one will be group discussion or „focus
group‟ interview which will aim to know in- depth of their
perceptions‟ and their experience from the samples which are
four male and one female in Year 6. Esterberg (2002) has
mentioned understanding the learners‟ experience is the
central component of a qualitative approach in education. By
using all three instruments, I will gain information and also
their perceptions‟ towards the usage of concept maps in class
specifically in teaching writing skill for essay writing as their
practice for the examination.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research will be a case study research as it only occur
for five pupils involved in this research. The research site for
this study will be in Sekolah Kebangsaan Ulu Machan,
Kanowit, Sarawak (Ulu Machan National School). This
school, consists of six prime classes which are from Year One
until Year Six. Apart form that, there is also pre-school class
which consists only one class. for Year One, there is one
pupil, for Year Two consists of five pupils and for Year Three
there are six pupils all together. Level two, in Year Four there
are eight pupils, Year Five consists of five pupils and last but
not least for Year Six, there are five pupils all together. The
demography of this school: it is located 100km away form the
nearest town. To get to the school, the community needs to
use the long boat and by using 15 horsepower of engine, it is
approximately one hour to one an half hour, this time also
need to consider the weather and also the river, if and only if
the river is shallow, there will be more time to consume. All
of the community in the long house are Iban and they devout
to Christianity.

Using „Think Aloud‟ session to the pupils of Year 6 is
suitable for them as „think Aloud‟ is a technique in which a
person is asked to describe what they are doing while
conducting the task. By given the information and a few
lesson on how to use the concept maps, the samples may
reveal their prior knowledge and their understanding of the
task. Ericsson (2006) suggests that „think aloud‟ sessions are
useful in order to discover the cognitive processes that take
place during learning activities. I will using this „Think
Aloud‟ as my first instrument to obtain the informations from
the pupils. And, by using „Think Aloud‟ they may give direct
answer and honest answer as they will use the verbal prompt
that may find it interesting as interactive. Apart from that, it
may suit to the pupils as to encourage them to speak freely
and allow them to express their deep thoughts of their new

Qualitative research produces both exploratory and
descriptive explanation (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010). One of
the common ways to conduct a qualitative research is by
conducting case studies. The case study seeks a holistic
interpretation of the research problem in its context
(Merriam, 2009). Case study research focuses on a single case
or multiple cases as a whole unit as they occur in real life
contexts (Johnson & Christensen, 2007; Merriam, 2009; Yin,
2008). Case study has proven particularly useful for studying
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and perceptions in their own words (Esterberg, 2002). This
session will be conduct with the combination of their mother
tongue which is Iban Language and a little bit of Malay and
English.

for the established examination which is Ujian Penilaian
Sekolah Rendah (UPSR). All of them are from rural area
which are living in the Long House nearby the school located.
According to Yin (2008), achieving the greatest
understanding of the phenomenon depends on choosing the
case(s) well. In this scenario, I am selected my sample to carry
this case study. It is supported by Creswell (2008), he
mentions that to choose well purposive sample is applied by
many qualitative researchers. Moreover, in this method, the
researchers do not randomly select the sample of their study
but they select the research participants in a strategic way so
that the sample is relevant to answer the research questions
(Bryman, 2012). This study is compose by five pupils of Year
6 and the race for all of them is Iban and they devout to
Christianity as for their religion. Ritchie and Lewis (2003)
suggest that purposive sampling is particularly suitable for
the studies which involve subjects with particular features. As
my options are also limited, that is also one of the reasons for
this participants happen to be all Year 6 and also I am
teaching them as well for English as one of the major subjects
for them to sit in the established examination.

Besides, after „Think Aloud‟ is carried out, the next
instrument will be the interview on one to one basis. A
research interview is an activity where a researcher and
participant engage in a conversation to obtain a special kind
of information (Merriam, 2009). Interviews are frequently
used in educational research to provide researchers with an
opportunity for detail investigation of participants‟ personal
perspectives (Kvale, 2009). Cohen, Manion, and Morrison
(2007) note that interviews enable participants to express
how they regard situations from their own point-of view and
to discuss their interpretations of the world in which they live.
Radnor (2002) uses Cannell and Kahn‟s (1968, cited in
Radnor, 2002) definition of the research interview as “a
two-person conversation initiated by the interviewer for the
specific purpose of obtaining research relevant information”
to emphasise the focused aspect of conversation undertaken
as part of the research process. By doing as such, it help to the
researcher to find the answers and their perceptions towards
the concept maps. During interview session, the researcher
will get more informations about the samples experience and
the their point of view and also to raise the issue during
„Think Aloud‟ session. An interview guide was used to
provide this focus and to maintain consistency between the
sub-cases (Johnson & Christensen, 2007; Stake, 2005).
Ritchie and Lewis (2003) note that semi-structured
interviews enable the interviewer to ask key questions and
then to do some additional probing for further information.
The duration for the „Think Aloud‟ session and the interview
session, it could take approximately 50-60 minutes. Interview
will be note taken my myself and also it will be recorded
using voice recorder in Smartphone to enhance and allow the
researcher the researcher to focus on the interviews and
capture the data accurately.

VII. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
A. Experience and Perspectives
In this case study, we will follow closely to the research
questions and how it link to one another and to form as a
conclusion about their perception and the effects of using the
concept maps in learning English as a Foreign Language. The
research questions which are:
1. How do Year 6 pupils‟ understand the use concept
maps?
2. How do they consider concept maps affects their learning?
B. The Case Study

As for the third one will be the questionnaire, there will a
questionnaire for them to answer and with that, the data
collection will correlate to one another, after they done their
interview session and „Think Aloud‟ session, the researcher
will provide the questionnaire as to support their experience
and the understanding of using the concept maps. The
questions are simple for them to understand and also it will
reflect from the interview and also „Think Aloud‟ session. By
the three information that may taken from it, the researcher
may triangulate the data and come to the finding and the
conclusion for the overall of the perceptions towards using
the concept maps to inhale their understanding and their
experience from using the concept maps.

CASE STUDY A : ANDREAN ANAK BALANG
Andean is the eldest son in his family. He only has two
siblings and his sister is younger one old than him. Andrean‟
parents live in the city, he and his sister live with his
grandparent in the long house. He is been staying in school
hostel since he is in Year One. During school holidays and
weekend then only he staying in the long house with his
grandparent. Among Andrean and his friends, he is the top of
his class especially in English.
Andrean believed that concept maps helped his to analyse
information and to illustrate the similarities as well as the
differences between concepts:

VI. RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
“I find this strategy a useful way to organise my learning
and maximise the mind potentials, to cope with the enormous
amount of information involved in university study.”

The participants involved in this research are the a group of
pupils in Year 6 of Sekolah Kebangsaan Ulu Machan. In the
year of 2018, there are only five pupils of Year 6 that will sit
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thought that concept maps are the same as mind maps, but I
realised that there is a huge difference between them”.

In the think aloud session Andrean was able to quickly
identifyconcepts, though he did not always identify the
relationship between the concepts. He confessed that he often
did not write down the relationship between concepts when
constructing a map Andrean was fully aware that this could
cause a problem later on when he needed to remember the
type of relationship between concepts on her map.

Betau made use of concept mapping to support his learning
and considered it to be one of his most useful learning
strategies. Although he did not use concept maps as much as
she would have liked to, Betau believed that students needed
more help to understand the process of concept mapping and
the usefulness of concept map as a learning strategy.

Andrean believed that using concept maps not only helped
him in his studies but that they also encouraged him to
become a better critical thinker and self-learner. What he
liked most about concept maps was that they facilitated the
process of memorising by arranging ideas graphically using
shape, colour and sometimes images. Andrean believed that
concept maps contributed fun to his study, especially when
the map-creation was placed as a student group activity:

Betau understood the difference between mind map and
concept map very well. However, he found it difficult when
creating concept maps, to identify the relationship between
concepts without help. The main barriers she faced were a
lack of English proficiency and insufficient training in using
concept maps.
CASE STUDY C : HARY ANAK NGUMBANG

“Working in a group benefits me so much, we can get
information from each other and together learn more”.

Hary is a passive boy in the class, but when it comes to
complete task, he is one of the pupils that will submit the task
on time. He has five siblings and he is the third from five of
them. He is actively in sports and also curriculum acitvities.
His parents live secluded and not living in the long house, but
they live in the orchard. Most of his free time, he is just
spending the time helping his parents in the orchard and
during school time, he stays at the school hostel.

Clearly, Andrean is fast learner and he easily relate the issue
and make his own point in the concept maps. He finds that
using the concept maps is much connivence for him to
organising his ideas before he starts to write his essay. Apart
from that, before this, he does not know at all about this
concept maps, previously he just directly write the essay with
making the concept maps. Moreover, he also answers that the
effect of using the concept maps enhance his understanding
towards English better and faster.

Although he was new to using concept maps, Hary made an
effort to create and to use concept maps in his study. Hary
believed that although he could do all his study without using
concept maps, he needed to work hard arranging his thoughts,
especially with very complex and complicated essay. He said
concept maps helped him to sort ideas and to retrieve
information faster and more thoroughly. Hary also found that
using concept map help him to gain a better understanding in
his studies because concept maps helped him to organize
information and to remember them. The concept maps were
particularly useful during examination time as they enabled
easy memorisation of facts. Hary also found that making a
concept map reduced his tension about the overload of study
in the school.

He also claim that, during the discussion among peers, he
easily detect the weakness and the incomplete informations
from his friend and also he may asks his friends about the
ideas that his friend try to convey. He also helps his friends to
generate ideas and use the concept maps not only during
English lesson, but the manage to try to use it during other
subjects as well. During the „Think Aloud‟ session also he is
the one that giving more responses compared to his friends.
CASE STUDY B : ATHANASIUS BETAU ANAK
BENETH
Betau also the eldest in his siblings, he has one sister three
years younger than him. He is quite fortunate, he lives with
his parents at long house and his mother is the staff in the
school. The level of proficiency is basic same with all of
them.

Hary recognised that concept maps illustrated the
relationships between information and was able to identify
the type of relationship when concept mapping. He used
concept maps principally as a summarising device and for
revision. In addition to seeing concept maps as a good means
of organising information, Hary believed that concept maps
help him to develop his study skills. He found that the use of
concept maps especially pen and paper concept maps helped
her to focus more in getting the main ideas from texts.

Betau believed that concept maps were useful to organise
information and also made information easy to remember
especially when he used different shapes and colours to
identify different concepts. He liked the fact that concept
maps consisted of fewer words than texts which makes the
subject easier to understand and to remember. Betau found
concept maps was easily to be done. He argued that “without
utilising concept maps, I could not know to do essay”.

Hary found that the use of concept maps especially pen and
paper helped him to concentrate on his studies for a longer
period and supported his learning. He enjoyed working in
group with other pupils and found that using concept maps in
a group discussion really made ideas easy to understand.

He argued in „Think Aloud‟ session that “[At first] I
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CASE STUDY D : NICHOLAS ROSALES ANAK NAPIT

C. Emerging Themes
The analysis of the think aloud sessions, subsequent
interviews and questionnaire show some clear recurring
themes. It is clear that:

Rosales has seven siblings he is the youngest, he is not
staying in the hostel instead he stay with his parents at the
long house. He is quite fortunate as his parents afford to buy
him necessary items compared to their friends. The
background of the family is almost similar to the rest from
their friends. He is not talkative during both session, but I
manage to get a few information from him after his asked him
about his perception about using the concept maps in the
lesson.

The samples found concept mapping to be a useful method
for managing and understanding complex topics. Concept
maps are considered to be a useful teaching and learning tool.
The samples considered that explicit training was needed
to know how to construct and understand concept maps
successfully.

Rosales used concept mapping as one of his learning
strategies and was confident in constructing a concept map,
although his understanding of concept maps was affected by
early confusion between mind maps and concept maps. He
considered that concept maps also helped him to think
critically about the relationship between concepts and in this
way developed her critical thinking skills.

Lack of English language proficiency and critical analysis
skills were seen as limiting factors in the participants‟ ability
to construct concept maps.
Peer support and collaborative concept mapping helped
participants both to increase participants‟ understanding of
their subject areas and how to understand and how to
construct concept maps.

CASE STUDY E : PAULA ANAK CHEMING
Paula is the only girl in the family. She has five siblings and
most of this brothers are not at his place, so she is usable at
home and easily for her to concentrate doing homework and
revision. She is staying with his parent as her long house is
just nearby to the school compare to her friend.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Based from the case study that carried out in rural school, it
is cleanly the concept maps bring huge significant to the
pupils to engage the task in the examination per se. They have
considered that using the concept maps, it can saves their time
and as well the essay become organised and can be presented
in well mannered. This case study find that the six pupils in
Year six use the concept maps in a various ways to support
their learning, it has become a successful tools to elaborate,
summarise, and organise for their writing an essay. Also, not
for just merely in preparing to write an essay, it also one of the
ways to conduct discussion, group work, peer task as well as
individual assignment. Most of the pupils in Year six as
whole agree that the concept maps affected their learning and
improved their understanding from a simple topic to compel
topic.

However, when dealing with a difficult and complicated
subject, she found it very hard to organise all the important
information in just one map. She used concept maps to
memorise new vocabulary.
Paula liked to use concept maps in her study because she
said she could not remember information unless she linked it
to shapes and colours, which helped her to remember better
than just words. Paula reported that:
“For me, it is much easier to remember a picture- the
picture tends to stick to my mind for a long time”

Moreover, they also believe that by having the skill of
creating concept maps, it also may increase the level of their
critical thinking. They become more actively in class, they
may ask questions to fulfil the need of completing their
concept maps, discussion between educators, and peers also
become more active and creative in term of giving productive
answers and ideas. These finding also support by the previous
research with the consistency and existing research and
literature about concept maps which argues that concept maps
is a flexible and learning strategy (Laight, 2014) which assists
in the development of creative and critical thinking skills
(Novak and Canãs, 2007).

In the think aloud session, Paula demonstrated a good
understanding of concept maps. Using pen and paper, Farah
quickly identified the concepts she wished to highlight and
the relationships between them. She was able to explain how
her map was arranged and why she had placed the different
concepts in relation to each other.
Paula used concept maps effectively as a learning strategy.
She used them to make study plans, summarise lessons and
organise her research. She found that it was very helpful to
use concept maps in her learning. . Paula had a good
understanding of how concept maps could be used and could
make different kinds of concept maps by using different
colours and shapes. She believes that concept maps helped
her to concentrate longer in her learning. She claims that it
was also easier for her to memorise and recall information
when she organized the information in a concept map.

Moreover, they have become more creative in doing the
concept maps by making it more colourful and cartoonish to
attract themselves to read and easy to understand once they
have creating the concept maps. At the end of the day, during
the result of Established Examination comes out, all of them
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in Year 6, excel in English, none of them flunk in the English
paper, it means that it really helpful and meaningful learning
they have achieved.
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